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Abstract: 

Revealing the identity – this could be considered as one of the major aims of artists 

particularly those who want to represent a community in ghettos.  However, this journey 

by the craftsmen may not be appreciated by the society, particularly because with the 

revelation of ‘identity,’ which he/she used to represent the self of an individual. In a 

world where the voices and visions play a masking role, dealing such a subject and its 

place in the wide context of race and gender is the need of the hour. The question of ‘I’ is 

a threatening experience to the colonized countries and more so with the subalterns 

around the world. Afro-Americans though do not come under Asian ‘dilemma’ has the 

same story of indirect colonialism. In such a context, comparing the two continents 

throws into light uprooted expressions and blurring issues. The question of race and 

gender finds an answer through Pecola and Ila in The Bluest Eye and in The Shadow 

Lines respectively. Contemporary theories of race and gender highlight ideological 

notions of the ‘other,’ the role of ‘difference’ and othering and their representation in 

terms of whiteness and blackness. The paper analyses how identity is constructed through 

the ‘other’ image and in the process of construction, is it the real image that is upheld or 

like the voice of subalterns – is it far removed from reality? The paper also looks in to the 

difference in the functioning of patriarchal structures in the changing environments and 

how it affects the creation of ‘I’ figure. 
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I swear to the lord 

Why democracy means, 

Everybody but me. 

 (Langston Hughes, The Black Man Speaks) 

 

The condition of an individual entrapped in the hands of either race or gender is pathetic. 

Race and gender, though standing at the two poles have certain reasons to catch attention in 

particular moments of the intersection. The ease with which society is using the two to label and 

describe does not mean that it is just a newspaper headlines phenomenon. Its significance in the 

present milieu is an indication of the fact that it is continuing even more rigorously than before at 

the cost of reform and control acts. The present incidents that take place all over the world 

certifies Frantz Fanon’s predicament in his “Black skin White Masks” that a black man is always 

likely to live in the risk of being labelled as a nigger at every point of his life as he has no way 

out of his trap. Indians, being brown skinned persons, always get entangled in the black/white 

binaries. In India, Vedas give hints regarding the prevailing class and caste systems. Even epics 

like Mahabharata and Ramayana are testimonies of class division. Thus, one could understand 

that Aryan civilization itself laid the foundation stone for a discrimination system.  The 

construction of racial identities was later enforced by the influx of western notions. European 

values of race, beauty and power got established and Indian thinking, more so of the Afro-

American thinking was directed on this line. 

 

The question of identity often lurks behind one’s own body. It’s the body which hides 

and projects the gender and colour. In the twenty-first century, gaining socio-political 

recognition and determination is an unavoidable thing. Such a need facilitated the entry of the 

term ‘gender’ into the realm of critical and cultural theory.  This attachment of the term helped in 

surpassing the dominant attitude in which women are marginalized by the indication of 

biological sex. The term achieves new currency and thus in its long run becomes a carrier of 

women’s identity and self-esteem. Gender, apart from just a property of bodies, is a 

representation of several discourses and a product of several critical practices and technologies. 
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Thus rather than solely a matter of the body, it is a set of effects produced by bodies through 

behaviours and social relations. 

Different approaches to this stream of thought are highly influential in breaking the 

traditional approach to the terms gender and sexuality. As identity of an individual is the direct 

result of thus actions and roles, performance play a vital role in determining gender. The 

repetition of roles confirms ones status and identity. Thus, gender has no direct relationship with 

body. Judith Butler was highly influential person in affecting a re-definition to gender and 

sexuality in her work Gender Trouble as she argues that gender is performative. Gender, to 

Butler is an identity tenuously constituted in time, insulted in an exterior space through a stylized 

repetition of acts. As such, gender is not fixed by sex. 

Gender as an analytical yard stick would look into both female and male experience, 

dominant and marginalized. Gender analysis is certainly supplemented by other categories of 

experiences like race and class. The knowledge of gender acquires a new turn when it involves 

race and class studies. In “Women’s Bodies Discipline and transgression,” Jane Arthur and Jean 

Grimshaw remarked: 

By the end of the eighteenth century, the moral worth of racialized individuals 

was implicated in definitions of beauty, at the same time as the norm of white 

skin, straight hair and so on was established by European scientists and 

philosophers. From being a set of judgements about individuals, the discourse of 

beauty shifted to being about entire ‘races.’  

In the binary discourse of superior versus inferior this idealized standards of beauty has 

become a scale to separate human races into two. The placing of white against black colour is the 

basic reason for racial discrimination. Dark or black skin is always treated as the symbol of 

ugliness and often the owners of such a skin are maltreated. The racialization of beauty is even 

more complicated in the case of women. They are the worst sufferers of this ideological 

construction. Thus, race and gender, join hands over the concept of beauty by making its victims 

double sufferers. With the advent of colonization, the idea of black as ugly is passed  
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into number of colonies. Thus often people from Asian or African nations are measured against 

the white skin and are victimized by such a malpractice. This situation can be witnessed even 

today though the world is boasting of its position by standing on the pinnacle of development.  

Literary studies are one of the important core areas where the issues related to gender and 

race is addressed. Literature, being a reflection of day-to-day life and a part of socio-cultural 

milieu, inscribes in it social power relations with all its normative gendered codes. A study based 

on gender and race means talking about men and women. In a way, it helps in a more critical 

social analysis in understanding the roles played by the ‘masculine’ and ‘feminine’ genders in 

our society. This paper is an attempt to search the voice of this ‘mandatory subaltern’ group. For 

realizing the legitimate identity of women an analysis of gender in relation to race, class, colour 

and sex is important. Among this, I select race and gender for my study as it shows clearly how 

the identity crisis begins.  

Revealing the identity – this could be considered as one of the major aims of artists 

particularly those who want to represent a community in ghettos. However, the journey by the 

craftsmen may not be appreciated by society, particularly if it is the case of revelation of the 

problematic usage through which he/she used to represent the self of an individual. Society is a 

platform made up of an unequal mixture comprising both haves and have-nots. Being in the 

caressing hands of the dominated class, society does not want to bear witness to such a 

discovery. 

Contemporary theories of race and gender highlight ideological notions of the ‘other,’ the 

role of ‘difference’ and ‘othering’and their representation in terms of whiteness and blackness. 

The peculiar ideologies spread give much importance to the black and white colour scheme. 

White is associated with the powerful and is often considered as the symbol of beauty and 

quality. 

A small composition of myself as a body in the middle of a spatial and temporal world- 

such seems to be the schema. It does not impose itself on me; it is, rather, a definitive 

structuring of the self and of the world definitive because it creates a real dialectic 

between my body and the world… 
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‘Look, a Negro! It was an external stimulus that flicked over me as I passed by. I made a 

tight smile. 

Every individual is moved by this existing system. An unflinching desire for white colour 

and its eye catching peculiarities seem to occupy the lives of every average individual.  As a 

result violence, both private and public becomes a staple occurrence. Thus, the meticulous 

attempt to blur the original visions result in the formation of fake or unclear voices.  It is the 

mode of suppression which puts the Indians and Afro-Americans under the category of subaltern. 

For the ‘true’ subaltern group, whose identity is its difference, there is no unrepresentable 

subaltern subject that can know and speak itself, the intellectual’s solution is not to 

abstain from representation.” 

Spivak’s observation proves its genuineness in the analysis of the works which depict the 

voice of the voiceless. The voice thus deconstructed has the same problem Spivak speaks in the 

case of subalterns. No one is sure about what their conscience voice is. Is it the same as the 

voices we hear? – this question often embarrasses us. The condition is the same with the term 

identity. Like the voices we hear, identity too bears the enigma. The construction of the self has 

its issues. For the subaltern groups, being the owners of the self is a distant dream. The factors 

which block the construction of the self in such groups are basically their gender status and the 

race to which they belong. To the world in general, racism spurts from the colour which ones 

skin burdens. The burden of the colour is a traumatising experience for many as it puts them in a 

virtual iron gate which they have to carry till their life ends. A self within such an experience 

always experience the dilemma of exposition. How far their self comes out of the rigid iron bars 

is the thesis point on which our discussion centres on. The subject matters for this topic can be 

traced from the literature around the world. Having suffered the by-products of colonization, 

Indians suffered the trauma of identity in a wide angle. The interesting thing to be noted here is 

that not just the colonised countries face this crisis of the self, Africans within the European 

world already had the ill bearings of the colour discourse. So putting the two in the same jar open 

up new possibilities with which how a subaltern experiences his/ herself. 
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For the convenience of the study we have taken two characters from two different works 

who were entrapped in the walls of race and gender. Ila and Pecola of Amitav Ghosh’s The 

Shadow Lines and Toni Morrison’s The Bluest Eye are the characters which reveal us the 

enclosed world inside one’s self. 

The question of race and gender find an answer through Pecola and Ila. Pecola is a dark-

skinned girl who moves with her life at risk of being engulfed in a white circle. Ila, being an 

Indian and so definitely brown-skinned always nourishes white ideals of beauty and ends up in 

being a victim of the colour discourse.The fantasy of Ila reminds one of Pecola, the leading 

character in The Bluest eye who each night, without fail, prays for a pair of blue eyes. Like 

Pecola, Ila is also having a bad plight to be a dark skinned girl. As Ila does not have the basic 

sense of belongingness, she always moves from one country to another. Just like the protagonist 

in Naipul’s The Mimic Men, she cannot satisfy her urge of belongingness anywhere. The 

segregation and humiliation that she encounters of being a brown-skinned, dark-haired Indian is 

the same everywhere.  

Pecola is in a similar situation like Ila. Born as more dark skinned than the rest of the 

members in her community, she is destined to be a figure of laughter and teasing. She is accepted 

nowhere and even at times she becomes a victim of abuse. Even in her home, she is devoid of 

care, as her mother prefers a white girl to Pecola. 

The novel The Bluest Eye revolves around the quest motive. It tells the story of a quest 

for obtaining a positive identity as the blacks are embedded in the motto “white is beautiful.” As 

a dark skinned black female she is abused and unloved. Her whole identity is tarnished by the 

thought that inorder for her to have beauty she needs to be white skinned. Beauty is something 

that everyone strives for in their life. Pecola strives for beauty throughout the novel. She thinks if 

she has blue eyes, things would be different and she would be beautiful. As a child she does not 

know the possibility of her wish. Her deep interest in Shirley temple cups and white candies 

stems from this quench for beauty. White baby dolls with blue eyes always caught her attention. 
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Same kind of ecstasy with white colour can be traced in Ila. She had her studies in 

London  and during the course of study she was often mistreated on the basis of colour. 

Surrounded by a group of white people, a dark skinned Indian girl cannot find herself a way out. 

Thus, as in Pecola’s case, society turns to be harsh against her. In the way Pecola finds comfort 

in dolls and film icons, Ila tries to create a new world of her own through a doll named Magda. 

In order to survive in these different environments, she escaped into an imaginary world. She 

creates her own home, wherein Magda becomes her daughter. In her fantasy, she creates magda 

who fits perfectly with the bourgeois concepts of beauty. “she has a nice golden hair, said Ila, 

frowning, trying to remember. She has blue eyes and she goes to school every day.” She finds 

satisfaction for her desires through the figure Magda. She wished to be a Magda in both Indian 

and European society, but painfully she realizes the vainness of her wish. With colonization, the 

European ideals of beauty has spread it wings in its colonized victims. Even after coming to 

India, she again feels rootless because of insecurity raised due to her colour. It thus creates 

‘other’ figures which in turn obstructs their identity. This idealized notion of colour has made the 

individuals to look down upon themselves. 

This looking down up on phenomenon has its grounds starting from the school itself. 

Schools are the foremost grounds from which the children are exposed to racial lessons and 

racial attacks, a survey of the mentioned characters childhood experience reveals that it happens 

intact. Their school life makes one know about the unhealthy circumstances that are prevailing in 

the lap of society. Pecola had gone through a similar kind of humiliation with her schoolmates. 

The boys often haunted her for being ugly and this hunt culminates in her tears. The privilege of 

position owned by a lighter skinned Maureen Peal opens up the mentality that is impelled in such 

a dignified field as educational institutions. This pitiable condition is that which is again stressed 

through Ila. She is the only one dark skinned girl in the school and the very mention of colour 

makes her situation clear. Once when she out scored in studies, she  had to face unforeseen 

attacks from her white classmates. Even her boyfriend Nick does not come for her rescue. The 

incident has left a dreadful scar on Ila’s mind, as it is apparent in her narration of this story to the 

unnamed narrator. “But then. Unaccountably, Ila had burst into tears.” 
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This makes it palpable that their interest in white skin is created by the circumstances, as 

no other remedies would bring certain relief to them. Both the characters nurture a fascination for 

the white baby dolls in order to escape from this painful reality. Imagining themselves in the 

position of those blue eyed figures, they are seeking a refuge from this ‘coloured’ world. The 

universal implication of the terms race and gender is implied here. It has no spatial-temporal 

limitations and can occur anywhere and everywhere. The characters that experience such a 

traumatized condition are the co-ordinating points through which a connection is established 

among different nations. As they experience the racism with universality, the gender oppression 

occurs almost in a similar frequency. This peculiar combination of gender and oppression binds 

the women of subaltern group together. Both the third world women and black women can be 

brought together under this same umbrella. Though racism acts upon the entire population, it has 

a different dimension in women. It paves way for the double oppression that causes women to 

suffer. 

Ila is one of the figures through which we learn this phase of double oppression.  Having 

made to live in the European soil, she is a victim of direct racial attacks. The biased atmosphere 

of school creates a deep injury in her mind. The tentacles of this colour politics disturbed Ila in 

Indian soil also, where the colonised Indians nurture a fascination for the European ideals of 

beauty. The ‘Barbie doll addiction’ is common to every Indian girls and it strongly senses the 

way of looking through the ‘European eyes.’ Ila is such a representative of every Indian girl. 

Adding its intensity, she is also ordained to suffer gender oppression. 

The marriage with Nick, which she always dreams to happen, turns into disillusionment. 

How a social situation like marriage miserably fails in such contexts is well illustrated here. An 

unhappy married life is the most crucial dilemma, which every female member belonging to this 

group is worst feared of. Pauline, Pecola’s mother, has to endure wife battering and the result of 

this violent act can be witnessed in their daughter’s life. Nick, whom Ila longed for to be her 

husband within no time proved unfaithful. Same melancholic condition of African women is 

brought to light through Pecola. They have to experience the fruits of racism both indirectly and 

directly – directly through white people and indirectly through their own male counterparts. In 

order to escape from the brutal memories and reminders of racism, blacks have no other option 
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except to indulge themselves in marital violence. By inflicting violence on other members, they 

find a way out for their emotions. Being desecrated to born in such surroundings, Pecola has to 

bear both racial and gender oppression. As a female, she is often exposed to an unhealthy 

atmosphere and it finally culminated in the rape of Pecola by her own father. 

The important point to be noted in these two patriarchal structures is its difference in 

functioning with changing environments. With its difference in structures, the feminist responses 

also vary. It was the women’s empowerment movement which co-ordinates women of every 

nation for a common cause.  To an Indian and an African woman, the oppression was double or 

triple edged, as they had to suffer from sexist, racist and class discriminations.   

Indians had a heart rending story of racism to covey. The non-acceptance of their 

literature in the mainstream culture is meticulous planning to keep the power through racism. In 

the African culture, this is echoed by most of the female writers including Toni Morrison. 

Writers like Achebe, Ngugi air their voices regarding the way how racial attacks are conferred on 

their literature and take maximum pain to achieve a writing back phenomenon.  As a part of their 

continuous and strenuous efforts, they have succeeded in developing a resistance literature. This 

literature by its very nature presupposes people’s collective relationship and common identity to 

her or his own land. Literature, resisting the subjugation thus becomes an arena of struggle to 

claim identity and is termed as oppositional or resistance literature. In a way, Afro-Americans 

and Indian literature can be grouped under this label as a reward for their effective flight with 

pen. They find their literature remarkable, in a way they used to write flouting all established 

rules and norms that were part of the coloniser’s dictum.  

While discussing the topic of beauty, both writers are more or less on a similar track. 

Analysing the historical background Morrison’s writing is highly influenced by Civil Rights 

Movement. One of the important slogans of the CRM was ‘Black is Beautiful,’ an attempt to 

raise the self-esteem of blacks who felt inferior to white standards of beauty.  Morrison finds 

fault with the slogan as it stresses again on the colour and demands the quest of physical beauty 

as good and worthwhile pursuit. Her hope at the time was that the blacks would instead rely on 

the strength of their communities than to look for power, wealth and beauty. While the creators 
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of this slogan were well-intentioned, her point of view shows that the emphasis of black beauty 

can be deadly for black children  like Pecola Breedlove, who see all around them, bow to the 

Shirley temples of the world and aspire to possess the kind of beauty in order to solve the life’s 

riddles. 

Indian soil has to experience a troubled time with the advent of colonization and imperial 

powers. It casts a deep shadow in the vast fields of Indian subcontinent. It is difficult for 

literature to capture such a mood because the humiliation experienced by the whole nation did 

not leave literature and arts. It remains for a long time in such a subjugated state. But besides 

being submerged in the whirlpool of disaster many independent voices can be traced from 

countless corners of society. Promilla Garg in her article “A post-colonial interpretation of The 

Shadow Lines” says that the novel voices almost all post-colonial concerns of our period, namely 

the search of identity and the need for independence and the difficult relationship with colonial 

culture. It is out of this problematic relationship, develops the concept of colour.The attraction of 

white skin thus forms part of the imperialistic methodology in order to gain a hand over them. 

Though the colonisers left, the colour scheme they created persists in the countries that were 

once their colonies. Ghosh used this novel as a weapon to react against this tendency. Ila is a 

perfect tool in his hand to advocate his reaction against the colour politics. She is a victim of 

rootlessness which is a gift given to the colonies by the British culture. Like a moth, which often 

fall as a prey to the candle light, many people who were once admired the white values and 

codes later fell as a victim like Ila. She cannot fix her in the culture she was born and in the one 

she wished to be. According to him such a mindset on colour creates division, which as a true 

Indian he does not want to propose.  Throughout the novel, he is rebel against the colour 

schemes and the divisions created by it. 

  Searching one’s identity through colour thus becomes an individual rhetorical question. 

The identity thus displayed becomes not their conscience’s identity, but an identity which masks 

the real one. 
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For the ‘true’ subaltern group, whose identity is its difference, there is no unrepresentable 

subaltern subject that can know and speak itself; the intellectual’s solution is not to 

abstain from representation. 

                          (GayatriChakarvortySpivak – Can the Subaltern Speak?)  
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